
Calling communities organizing for sustainability! 
Grand Aspirations is a youth-led organization building sustainability, justice, prosperity, and 
community around the country. 2012 marks Grand Aspirations’ fifth summer of providing high 
quality community organizing trainings for youth ages 14-30 through the Summer of Solutions. 
 
Grand Aspirations is looking for community groups, organizations, and governments based in 
towns, cities, and neighborhoods around the Midwest who want to recruit well-trained young 
people to be "sustainable community organizers" building sustainable community projects in 
your community. These young organizers will be trained at one of Grand Aspirations' Summer of 
Solutions programs in Chicago, IL; Detroit, MI; Iowa City, IA; Middleton, WI; or the Twin 
Cities, MN. Grand Aspirations has received funding from REAMP to generate funding for these 
trainings, partial stipends for the sustainable community organizers, and a central support person 
to mentor and support these organizers as they work with local communities.  
 
Here's what Grand Aspirations can offer to communities: 

• Grand Aspirations will train youth organizers through its existing Midwest Summer of 
Solutions programs people in the following skills: 

o Community organizing, asset mapping, facilitation, and other group process and 
community engagement skills.  

o Venture development techniques with a focus on creating self-sustaining, 
community-supported program models around sustainability. 

o Technical knowledge and experience in energy efficiency, sustainable transit, 
clean energy, local food, and/or sustainable manufacturing (varies by program) 

• Grand Aspirations wants to connect 5-10 of these energized, qualified young people with 
communities in need of help with sustainable community organizing efforts for sustained 
(9-12 months +) community-based roles starting in Fall 2012.  

• Grand Aspirations will offer part of a stipend to 5-7 organizers ($2,000-$3,000 per 
organizer) and will host a regional coordinator who will support the organizers and 
connect them with resources to work through their challenges 

 
Grand Aspirations is looking for communities and organizations that: 

• Want to build sustainable community-based projects, but need help with community 
organizing, building community action teams, and the practical elements of launching 
sustainable community projects. Ideally interested communities will have existing 
community interest and some sense of initial goals/ priorities. 

• Want to add on a new position long-term. Grand Aspirations is interested in using this 
funding to catalyze long-term change in communities. Therefore, we want to work with 
host communities to sustain the positions we’re creating past the term of this grant 
funding. Our participants are trained in resources generation strategies and will work 
through the projects to provide funding for their own positions after May 2013.   

• Are interested in two-way learning and innovation in collaboration with a young graduate 
of the Summer of Solutions program 

• Can provide part of a stipend (around $5,000) and in-kind support such as housing and 
food to support a sustainable community organizer 



• Have some level of staff or dedicated volunteer supervision for the community organizer. 
The community group should have a clear sense of what community the organizer will be 
working with and what kind of goals they should be accomplishing. 

• (preferred) Either are geographically close to one of our programs in the Midwest or are 
interested in sending a young member of their community to participate in the program 
during the 2012 summer. If you have a young person in mind to participate in the 
program and then work with your organization, please have that person apply at 
www.grandaspirations.org and then tell Ruby Levine (ruby.levine@gmail.com, 802-272-
4140) who that person is.  

 
If you are interested in bringing a sustainable community organizer to your community, please 
contact Ruby Levine (ruby.levine@gmail.com, 802-272-4140) to discuss how this opportunity 
could work for you. Whether or not you are interested in hosting an organizer, if you know 
young people in your community who would be interested in the program, please direct them to 
www.grandaspirations.org to learn more about the Summer of Solutions and apply by April 12th. 


